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Release Contents

- iOS Rider App - v2.9.3
- Android Rider App - v2.1.5.9
- App release date: May 8, 2020

Release

- Features
- Bug fixes
Features
Features: iOS Rider

- **Tips Amount**
  - If tip is enabled in backend, the tip screen will show after the ride is completed and the rider finishes the ratings
  - Tip will only be collected for the additional amount
  - Tip can be selected from the default percentages or custom amounts
Features: **Android Rider**

- **Real-time Location Link in Share Messages**
  - Ability to share link with friends as soon as rider is picked up
  - Opening the link will show rider location and trip information

Hey! I'm taking a ride with Stacey Test in a SUV, license no. CAABC239. Track my trip here: [https://ride1-dev.ridecell.us/trip_share/f513fd2f-8555-485a-a333-3c2496a1a1f6](https://ride1-dev.ridecell.us/trip_share/f513fd2f-8555-485a-a333-3c2496a1a1f6)
Bug Fixes
Bug Fixes: iOS Rider

● Switch Services
  ○ Fixed a bug where drivers were allowed to switch to the service they were not added to

● New User Promo
  ○ Fixed a bug where new user promo didn’t have the code name and expiry date in Promos section in the rider app

● Sign Up Flow
  ○ Fixed a bug where Sign Up flow was stuck if rider inadvertently entered a wrong email address, uninstalling didn’t not reset it

● Tip
  ○ Fixed a bug where the screen was not scrollable for riders to set tip amount after they rated the trips
Bug Fixes: iOS Rider

● Driver Icon
  ○ Fixed a bug where driver car icon was seen as pointing in the wrong direction

● Ride Creation
  ○ Fixed a bug where Rider app didn't reset back to the create trip screen after canceling a rider from the app
Bug Fixes: **Android Rider**

- **Driver and Vehicle Details**
  - Fixed a bug where driver details and vehicle details were not available when requesting past rides

- **Multiservice**
  - Fixed a bug where changing services with different service regions did not refresh map screen
  - Fixed a bug where service selection was not preserved when a rider switched to another service, visited any other screen and returned to the home screen

- **Scheduled Rides**
  - Fixed a bug where rider comment didn’t appear on ops center
Bug Fixes: **Android Rider**

- **‘Contact Us’ Screen**
  - Fixed a bug where during an ongoing ride, rider was unable to navigate to the ‘Contact Us’ screen

- **Ride Creation**
  - Fixed a bug where Rider app didn’t reset back to the create trip screen after canceling a rider from the app

- **App Crash**
  - Fixed a bug where app crashed when running in a device with Android OS 4.3
  - Fixed a bug where app crashed when phone was in landscape mode
  - Fixed a bug where app crashed when it had been in background for a long time